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Abstract
Despite a large number of available techniques
around Deep Learning in Natural Language Processing
(NLP), no holistic framework exists which supports
researchers and practitioners to organise knowledge
when designing, comparing and evaluating NLP
applications. This paper addresses this lack of a holistic
framework by developing a taxonomy for Deep Learning
in Natural Language Processing. Based on a systematic
literature review as proposed by Webster and Watson [1]
and vom Brocke et al. [2] and the iterative taxonomy
development process of Nickerson et al. [3] we derived
five novel dimensions and 38 characteristics based on
a sample of 205 papers. Our research suggests, that
a Deep Learning NLP approach can be distinguished
by five dimensions which were partly derived from the
CRISP-DM methodology: application understanding,
data preparation, modeling, learning technique and
evaluation. We, therefore, hope to provide guidance and
support for researchers and practitioners when using
Deep Learning for NLP to design, compare and evaluate
NLP applications.

1.

Introduction

Back in 2017, Gereon Frahling, founder of DeepL
said in an interview: “Five years ago I would certainly
have said that we don’t do full-text machine translation,
it’s too complicated for us”, recalls Frahling. “Google
had developed its old system over ten years with a
lot of people and messing with it just didn’t make
sense” [4]. This quote has been translated from German
into English by solely using the DeepL Translator.
It reflects the popularity and extensive research in
the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). One dynamic
field of AI is Deep Learning (DL). DL emerged as
especially promising for solving complex problems
(e.g. machine translation or computer vision) and was
primarily developed over the last ten years [5, 6, 7].
This development has led to a significant increase
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in novel approaches for DL in NLP. Moreover, the
combination of NLP and DL has been successfully
embedded in user-centered artefacts, e.g., to enhance
individual learning of students with adaptive writing
support systems [8] or adaptive tutoring through a smart
personal assistant [9]. A brief search reveals that
there are over 40 different applications of NLP using a
neural architecture [10]. However, due to rapid growth
of approaches and techniques of DL in NLP, current
research lacks a holistic view on different concepts of
applying the new technology for researchers to design,
evaluate and compare NLP studies.
Taxonomies are a usual approach in Information
Systems research to summarise the current state of
knowledge of a novel technology, e.g., for the design
of conversational agents [11, 12] or text mining features
[13]. Hence, we aim to develop a taxonomy through a
conceptual and empirical investigation of NLP literature
and research. Our paper contributes to the literature on
text mining and DP for NLP by answering the following
research question:
RQ: What are the theoretically grounded and
empirically validated key components of Deep Neural
Networks used in Natural Language Processing?
In order to contribute to our research question, we:
1) conducted a systematic literature review as proposed
by Webster and Watson [1] and vom Brocke et al. [2] to
investigate the manifold techniques of DL in NLP based
on a sample of 205 papers; 2) analysed the different
concepts and models and derived a novel taxonomy with
five distinct dimensions and 38 characteristics following
the taxonomy development process of Nickerson et al.
[3]; and 3) provide an example of how the taxonomy
can be applied by fellow researchers and practitioners
in order to offer a set of techniques for them to design,
compare and evaluate existing NLP challenges and
applications.
With this paper, we want to encourage researchers
to contribute to the existing taxonomy and add missing
dimensions or characteristics, so that the resulting
taxonomy supports DL and NLP researchers and
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practitioners in A) identifying and organising the
components which may be combined in the creation of
NLP models and B) in systematically describing how
NLP models are configured to perform different tasks.
To support researchers, we have developed a holistic
framework (taxonomy) which is empirically grounded.
Furthermore, the taxonomy is complemented by
drawing knowledge from the established Cross Industry
Standard Process for Data mining (CRISP-DM)
methodology. This taxonomy should assist as a tool
for the design, comparison and evaluation by classifying
different approaches of NLP using DL into their integral
parts.
The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows: first, we introduce the reader to the conceptual
background of Deep Learning and Natural Language
Processing. Next, we briefly outline the related work
on holistic DL NLP framework and thereby, illustrated
the research gap we aim to address. Then, we sketch
our followed research methodology, the taxonomy
development process and conclude by discussing the
results.

2.

• Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a feed-forward
neural network with multiple (one or more)
hidden layers between the input layer and output
layer.
• Autoencoder (AE) is an unsupervised model
attempting to reconstruct its input data in the
output layer.
• Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a
special kind of feed-forward neural network with
convolution layers and pooling operations.
• Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) use loops and
memories in to remember former computations.
• Deep
Reinforcement
Learning
(DRL).
Reinforcement learning operates on a
trial-and-error paradigm. The whole framework
mainly consists of the following components:
agents, environments, states, actions, and
rewards.

Conceptual Background and Related
Work

In this section, we outline the conceptual
background of DL and NLP. Moreover, we illustrate the
related work on holistic DL frameworks for NLP and
provide an overview of potential research gaps.

2.1.

learning is that the depth allows the computer to learn
a multi-step program [18]. Each layer can be interpreted
as the state of the computer’s memory after executing
a set of instructions. We provide a non-exhaustive
high-level overview of different DL techniques [19].

Neural Networks and Deep Learning

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), as the name
already reveals, are computational networks that are able
to solve complex, nonlinear mathematical problems [6].
The field of ANN has been inspired by the ambition
to model biological neural systems. NN are modelled
as collections of layers of neurons that are connected
in an acyclic graph [14]. The output of such ANN
could be a predicted numerical value, but in many
cases, it is usually taken to represent the class scores
(e.g. in text classification) [15]. In most cases of
NLP, we are interested in multinomial classification,
such as part-of-speech tagging. Hence, the output layer
yields a probability distribution across the output nodes.
Goldberg describes DL as: “. . . a branch of machine
learning. It is a re-branded name for neural networks–a
family of learning techniques that were historically
inspired by the way computation works in the brain” [16,
p. 7] . DNNs stack up several hidden layers, with each
layer acting as the input to the next layer. DL allows
a computer to build complex concepts out of simpler
concepts [17], [18]. Another perspective on deep

2.2.

Natural Language Processing

Over the last decade, the increase in available textual
data and use of DNNs has propelled forward the field
of NLP. What once used to be just a bag-of-words
approach has become a major discipline in several
academic fields such as computer science, psychology
or linguistics. Otter et al. broadly define NLP as: “. . . the
engineering of computational models and processes
to solve practical problems in understanding human
languages” [20, p. 2].
Figure 1 depicts a generalised comparison between a
classical and deep learning-based NLP workflow. Using
a classical approach, the data is first pre-processed
which usually includes tokenization, pruning, stopword
removal, filtering or stemming [22, 23]. Then, features
are generated and used as an input to train a model.
Depending on the application, the output can be the
sentiments, translations, information retrieval, etc.).
In a DL workflow, the document is first
pre-processed. The resulting artefact is then processed
by a word embedding algorithm (e.g.Word2Vec) and
passed over to one or more NN(s).
A core element of NLP in DL are word embeddings.
Goldberg describes word embeddings as follows: “A
major component in neural networks for language is
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Figure 1. A comparison of classical NLP versus DL oriented NLP process. [21]

the use of an embedding layer, a mapping of discrete
symbols to continuous vectors in a relatively low
dimensional space” [16, p. 3]. This way of representing
context as embeddings, allows language models to
generalise unseen data very well [15]. When embedding
words, they are transformed from isolated, distinct
symbols into mathematical objects that can be operated
on [16]. Word embeddings are generated by using
already pre-trained neural nets/algorithms, where its
input is a text corpus. An early and popular embedding
algorithm is known as Word2Vec and was developed by
Tomas Mikolov from Google [24, 16]. Today, there
exist many variants of the Word2Vec algorithm such as
fastText (https://fasttext.cc) or GloVe [25].
Otter et al. [20] underline the importance of
gained understanding of real-world problems, and that
a pure engineering perspective is meaningless in and
of itself. Given the research interest in NLP, there
are several different NLP applications. For instance,
Ruder compiled a non-exhaustive list of over 40 NLP
applications [10]. From this list as well as the deep
learning NLP workflow, it can be derived, that there is
a need for a holistic framework in order to categorise
those applications and how they fit together with the
configuration and workflow of DNNs.

2.3.

Holistic Frameworks for DL in NLP

We explain the scientific relevance of this paper
in three steps. First, there is an exceptionally active
research community and industry interest. Recent
breakthroughs in the field of DL and Natural Language
Processing NLP show significant interest. The interest

of the research community is reflected in the number of
academic papers published. Since 2010, the number of
submitted papers in computer science has risen six-fold
to 34’000 papers per year [26]. Given the rapid and
successful development and emergence of new DL
models and NLP applications (e.g., for argumentation
mining [27]), it is vital to understand the similarities and
differences among different models. As mentioned in
the introduction, taxonomies provide a common way in
Information Systems research to summarise the current
state of a technology [13, 11, 28, 29, 30, 31].
Secondly, despite the significant rise of interest
and extensive research in the field of AI in the past
decade, there is no comprehensive taxonomy that
includes DL and NLP. As of today, there exist only a
handful of simple, non-systematic approaches [32, 33,
34]. One type of taxonomic scheme only organises
types of Neural Networks (NN) with respect to their
architecture. For example, Gardner & Dorling present
such an approach where NN are clustered into a
hierarchy of two groups [32]. Another approach to
a framework are matrices. For instance, Gollapudi
structures DL into four areas, using one axis for learning
type (supervised/unsupervised) and the other axis to
differentiate between shallow and deep learning [33].
A third approach used by Perez’ ”The deep learning
AI playbook” is to pick different algorithms for DL and
describe them with their corresponding elements [34].
A similar approach was taken by Ruder to describe
transfer learning [35]. While these taxonomies and
frameworks provide valuable insights for the design and
understanding of NN or DL, in this paper two relevant
gaps in the current literature were identified.
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2.4.

Research Gaps

Firstly, the approaches from the previous section
are not sufficiently comprehensive because they miss a
transparent and systematic review process. This makes
it harder for researchers and practitioners to derive the
comprehensiveness and thus the quality of a framework.
Hence, the first gap can be described as a lack of a
systematic review process. In our taxonomy we try
to identify j characteristics for i dimensions, using
established frameworks for both, literature review [1, 2]
and taxonomy development [3].
Secondly, the existing frameworks highlight one
specific aspect and often have a stark focus on the
technical representation of DL in NLP [36, 37, 38].
Conversely, applications of DL in NLP have many
different components (e.g. embedding or performance
measures). In order to derive crucial elements to fully
describe DL in NLP, a more holistic approach has
to be taken. This gap is about the exhaustiveness
of identified characteristics and dimensions. This
claim is supported by several authors who point out
that the actual structuring of the existing models has
been insufficiently investigated [39, 40]. Ferilli et
al. [39] confirm demand for a taxonomy, arguing that
the relationships underlying DL call for some kind of
taxonomic background.

3.

Research Methodology

In this paper, the components of NLP models are
identified and organised using the method for taxonomy
development suggested by Nickerson et al. [3]. The
term taxonomy can be seen as a synonym of “typology”,
“framework” or “classification”. Taxonomies are useful
ways of representing knowledge about objects in a
domain [41]. This is done by classifying objects
of interest.
Hence, taxonomies can help explain
similarities and differences among described objects. A
taxonomy can be formally described as follows:
T = {Di , i = 1, ..., n | Di = {Cij , j = 1, ..., ki , ki ≥ 2}}

where
Di = dimension i
Cij = characteristic j for dimension i such
that Cij (j = 1, ..., ki ) are mutually exclusive and
collectively exhaustive for dimension i. The mutual
exclusive restriction means that no object can have two
different characteristics in a dimension and collectively
exhaustive is used when each object has at least
one characteristic in each dimension [3, 6]. The
development method itself is iterative and includes the
following steps:

1. Determine a meta-characteristic: Choosing a
meta-characteristic limits the problem of “naı̈ve
empiricism” in which a large number of
characteristics are defined, hoping that a useful
pattern will emerge. This meta-characteristic is
the base of all other characteristics of the final
taxonomy, where each characteristic should be
a logical consequence of the meta-characteristic
[3].
2. Determine ending conditions: It is important to
mention that despite the formal representation
of taxonomies, it is not the goal to develop
“best” or “correct” taxonomies as they cannot be
defined [3]. The process attempts to discover
“effective–or–useful solutions” [3, 42]. Given
this lack of metrics, Nickerson et al. propose
five qualitative attributes that a useful taxonomy
should comply with [3]. Those attributes also
represent the subjective ending conditions in the
process of taxonomy development.
•
•
•
•
•

Conciseness
Robustness
Comprehensiveness
Extendibility
Explanatory

In addition, there are eight objective ending
conditions [3]:
• All objects (or a representative sample) were
analysed
• No object was merged or split in the last
iteration
• At least one object assigned to each
characteristic
• No new dimensions or characteristics were
added in the last iteration
• No dimensions or characteristics were
merged or split in the last iteration
• Every characteristic within the dimension is
unique
• Every dimension is unique
• Every combination of characteristics is
unique
The final taxonomy should fulfil all ending
conditions (subjective and objective) as well as
the initial definition of a taxonomy (i.e. mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive).
3. Select an empirical-to-conceptual or conceptual
-to-empirical approach: The iterative process
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is at the core of the taxonomy development
method [3].
After the meta-characteristic
and the ending conditions are determined,
the iteration process starts.
One can start
with either an empirical-to-conceptual or
conceptual-to-empirical approach [3].
In the empirical-to-conceptual approach (see
4e–6e in Figure 2), focus lies on deriving
characteristics and dimensions based on the
identification of common characteristics from a
sample of objects (e.g. literature review).

established framework for literature reviews presented
by Cooper [43]. The characteristics of the review
are summarised in Table 1. Note that a particular
review can employ more than one strategy within a
characteristic [43].
Table 1. A taxonomy of literature reviews. Adapted
from [43]

The second approach is conceptual-to-empirical
(see 4c–6c in Figure 2).
This deductive
process starts by using extant theory to derive
characteristics and dimensions.
4. Iteratively follow the approach, until the ending
conditions are met, which ends the iteration:
After each iteration of the taxonomy, the
satisfaction of all ending conditions from are
checked. If all the ending conditions are met, the
development process is completed. It occurs that
some dimensions or characteristics are eliminated
or combined so that fewer dimensions and/or
characteristics result in the taxonomy [3].
Figure 2 summarises the taxonomy development method
suggested by Nickerson et al. [3].

Figure 2. Taxonomy development method. Adapted
from [3]

Webster and Watson [1] and vom Brocke et al. [2]
make clear, that the process of including and excluding
sources has to be as transparent as possible to ensure
the resulting artefact is credible. Table 2 outlines
the accessed databases, review type, the exact search
string(s) used, covered time period, the resulting number
of hits and relevant papers for each database and
cross-references. A paper was marked as “relevant” if it
used and described applied NLP (cf. Table 1: (1) focus:
applications). The search strings were constructed
around the key terms deep learning [18, 6] and natural
language processing [17, 16, 44, 20]. The reason for
the four different search strings lies in the different
keyword mechanisms of the databases. In order to
obtain sufficient and relevant academic literature, we
adjusted the search strings accordingly to the database.
In addition, we obtained a second sample by looking
at cross-references. Webster and Watson [1] call this
procedure Go Backward. It includes reviewing the
citations for the articles already identified. The aim is to
find previous articles that should be considered. A total
of 205 papers (two duplicates have been removed from
initially 207 papers) ranging from 1997–2019 have been
reviewed. We used these for the empirical-to-conceptual
iterations.

4.2.

4.
4.1.

Taxonomy Development
Systematic Literature Review

To clearly define the scope of a literature review
and the resulting taxonomy, this paper draws on an

Iterative Taxonomy Development

The meta-characteristic for this paper is defined to
be the key components of Deep Neural Networks used
in Natural Language Processing. The second step is
the determination of the ending conditions. We use
the following the ending conditions to determine when
to terminate the iterative process: Definitions of a
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Table 2. Panel A: Considered sources. Panel B:
Used search strings. Data retrieved in May 2019
*IEEE’s default search including abstract, title text,
and indexing terms.

practice [46]. Originally the methodology includes of
the following steps: (a) business understanding; (b) data
understanding; (c) data preparation; (d) modeling; (e)
evaluation; and (f) deployment [45, 27]. We renamed
our initial dimension names of the dimensions to reflect
the CRISP-DM Methodology.
We would like to
highlight that the term business understanding sets focus
on understanding project goals and specifications from
a business context, and then translating this information
to a description of data mining problem definition
[45]. We extend this understanding to also include a
research-based application/understanding and rename it
to ”application understanding”. This new term reflects
on the development process of DNNs in NLP which
do not necessarily have to include business aspects.
We did not include deployment, because this term was
insufficiently addressed in our sample papers and hence
not relevant enough. Subsequently, this results in the
following a preliminary taxonomy T0 .
Table 3. Premiliary taxonomy

T0 =



















taxonomy (mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive),
objective ending conditions (8) and subjective ending
conditions (5).
After the meta-characteristic (Step 1) and the ending
conditions are determined (Step 2), the iteration process
starts until all ending conditions are met. Building
upon our domain knowledge gained by the deducted
sample analysis, we use the conceptual-to-empirical
approach for the first iteration. By reviewing the
characteristics of existing applications of DL in NLP
and existing domain knowledge from the CRISP-DM
Methodology, we derived the following dimensions
that seem explanatory for a taxonomy. We initially
found and named the dimensions: NLP Application, NN
Architecture, Type of Embedding, Learning Technique
and Performance Measures.
We found that the
dimensions are similar to the CRISP-DM Methodology,
an iterative process model which is technology neutral
as well as industry independent [45]. Furthermore, it
is an established standard for Data Mining (DM) and
according to a poll conducted by the DM community
KDNuggets, CRISP-DM is the most used model in

D1 Application Understanding

=

{Empty}

D2 Data Preparation

=

{Empty}

D3 Modeling

=

{Empty}

D4 Learning Technique

=

{Empty}

D5 Evaluation

=

{Empty}



















We identified several characteristics for each
Dimension D1 − D5 . In this first iteration, our goal
was not to be concise but to include all possible
characteristics for each dimension (i.e. collectively
exhaustive but not mutually exclusive). The literature
review yielded the following characteristics, which were
then attributed to the corresponding dimensions D1 −
D5 . This step resulted in the first iteration of the
taxonomy. All characteristics are granular aspects of the
meta-characteristic defined in step 1.
The first iteration does not meet several ending
conditions, but this was to be expected. Four dimensions
were created in this iteration. Especially D1 does not
meet various requirements such as mutual exclusivity or
conciseness. In addition, only a fraction of the whole
sample was included to create the first iteration. The
taxonomy seems to be collectively exhaustive in terms
of the characteristics in each dimension, but not for the
dimensions. Although it fulfils the condition of having
a limited number of dimensions it may be neither robust
nor concise. This leads to the conclusion that at least
one more iteration is needed.
We continued with another conceptual-to-empirical
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iteration, followed by an empirical-to-conceptual and
lastly a conceptual-to-empirical iteration. In this fourth
iteration step, no new dimensions or characteristics were
added. The entire sample of applied DL in NLP papers
has been analysed. The taxonomy is concise, robust,
comprehensive, expandable and explanatory. Hence,
the taxonomy now meets the objective and subjective
ending conditions. After all ending conditions are met,
the development process is stopped. An overview of all
iteration steps can be found in Table 4.
Table 4.

on understanding the project objectives and
requirements and conversion into a NLP problem
definition [45]. It lists “Current approaches to
solving several . . . useful problems in natural
language processing” [20].
• D2 Data Preparation: Covers the method used to
represent discrete variables as continuous vectors.
Tasks also may include tokenization, pruning or
stopword removal.
• D3 Modeling: Describes the design of the NN

Ending conditions for iteration steps 1-4

• D4 Learning Technique: Describes how a
model improves at performing on some task with
experience [47]
• D5 Evaluation: Types of identification and
quantification methods to evaluate a model’s
performance that enable a statement to be made
about the extent to which objectives have been
achieved in terms of quality, quantity or time
Correspondingly to the dimensions, we will
elaborate on some characteristics which might not be
self-explanatory. Especially D1 and D3 include more
abstract namings of certain characteristics.
• D1 Application Understanding:
– C1,6 Lexical Normalisation: The task of
translating/transforming a non-standard text
to a standard register
– C1,30 Semantic Annotation:
Attaching
additional information to various concepts
in a given text
• D2 Data Preparation:
– C2,1 CW: Collobert Weston
– C2,8 HLBL: Hierarchical log-bilinear
– C2,9 LSA: Latent Semantic Analysis
• D3 Modeling:

4.3.

Final Taxonomy

– C3,8 DMN: Dynamic Memory Network

After four development iterations, we arrive at the
final taxonomy shown in Figure 3. The taxonomy
contains five dimensions, each composed of several
characteristics (Note that the characteristics’ index is
not consecutive because in the iteration steps some were
dropped or combined into a new characteristic).
Since a taxonomy should not just be descriptive but
explanatory [3], and to make interpreting the dimensions
easier, we describe resulting the dimensions below:
• D1

Application

Understanding:

Focuses

5.

Discussion

To answer our research question: What are the
theoretically grounded and empirically validated key
components of Deep Neural Networks used in Natural
Language Processing?, we iteratively derived a novel
taxonomy for DL in NLP containing five dimensions
with each between three and twelve characteristics. This
taxonomy contributes to applied NLP by providing a
systematically derived structure of NN characteristics
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Figure 3. Final Taxonomy

in NLP which can be used to structure and organise
knowledge in the field of DL in NLP.
To show the value of our taxonomy, we aim to
display the application through an exemplary use-case
following the method of Yin [48]. We decided to
classify a recent paper by Borjali et al. [49] from
the Information Systems (IS) domain to provide fellow
IS researchers further guidance. We start with the
first dimension D1 Application Understanding, where
they try to detect medical adverse events from free-text
medical narratives, this application falls into our
characteristic C1,27 Information Extraction. They use
C2,11 word2vec for embedding (D3 Data Preparation)
and C3,11 (LSTM) RNN from the D2 Modeling dimension
and. The authors labeled the radiology notes into
three categories, thus using a C4,1 Supervised learning
approach from dimension D4 Learning Technique.
Lastly, the models were evaluated using quantitative
measures such as precision and recall. They fall into
our C5,1 Error Identification characteristic within the D5
Evaluation dimension. See Figure 4 for an overview.
Having shown an application of our taxonomy, it
is important to note that researchers and practitioners
might add new dimensions and/or characteristics. This
is necessary because the field is dynamic.
New
upcoming architectures or evaluation techniques may
lead to a violation of ending conditions (e.g. not
collectively exhaustive), so the developed taxonomy
may be extended to reflect such changes. This is a
critical task to ensure the usefulness of any taxonomy.
We aim to provide the investigated knowledge as an
openly available web platform for fellow researchers
and practitioners. Thus, we offer them an open-sourced
set of techniques for them to design, compare and

evaluate existing NLP challenges and applications
regarding DL.
In terms of limitations, a taxonomy’s endeavour to
generality limits the granularity of both the dimensions
and characteristics [3]. So the taxonomy might be
sufficient for researchers and practitioners but not
granular enough for specialised scholars. It is important
to note, that the taxonomy has not been evaluated
using interviews with researchers and practitioners from
this field. What is more, we cannot exclude the
possibility that, for a given model, multiple possible
characteristics exist, which contradicts the definition
of mutually exclusive characteristics [3]. This due to
the “representative” nature of our coverage strategy of
selectively covering works that were representative of
the literature.
The presented taxonomy should be used while
keeping in mind several assumptions and decisions
made during its development. Especially the subjective
selection criteria in the taxonomy development
(selection of the relevant papers within the sample,
as well as the selection and naming of dimensions
and/or characteristics) may give rise to some
bias. For other researchers and practitioners, other
dimensions/characteristics may be important.

6.

Conclusion

In this paper, we developed A Taxonomy for
Deep Learning in Natural Language Processing. We
conducted four consecutive development iterations
according to the method presented by Nickerson et
al. [3]. The taxonomy is grounded on a set of 205
articles on DL and NLP that we identified through a
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Figure 4. Applied Taxonomy

systematic literature review. We extend the literature on
DL and NLP, by developing a new holistic taxonomy
that structures and classifies key components of DNN
from NLP perspective and thus goes beyond existing
frameworks that focus primarily on a single dimension
or stark technical focus.
For further research, we suggest changing the
literature review’s focus to also include more sources
from the field of computational linguistics.
The
problem within applied NLP sources is that they
are rather results-focused. Hence, the underlying
models and architectures are not explained in sufficient
detail. Whereas in computational linguistics papers,
the used architectures are made clear more prominently.
Additionally, the taxonomy might be used as a starting
point for future research focusing on highly specialised
taxonomies and additionally can be used to find and
define archetypes of DNN for NLP. As discussed, the
taxonomy’s relevance for researchers and practitioners
could be increased by conducting expert interviews to
evaluate the findings.
Overall, we hope this taxonomy will be a valuable
contribution to the general understanding and use of DL
in NLP and support the further development of NLP
research and application.
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